NEW TURF

Synthetic turf is among the upgrades at the newly dubbed UPMC Field
SEE PAGE 24
Human services majors add restorative justice focus

Mirroring trends in the field, Penn College has expanded its human services majors to include significant emphasis on restorative justice. Restorative justice aims to transform communities, schools and criminal justice by repairing the harm caused by crime. Penn College’s associate degree and bachelor’s degree in human services and restorative justice prepare graduates to provide supportive and preventive services in a range of roles: social services caseworkers, drug and alcohol counselors, youth development specialists, and restorative justice coordinators, as well as probation, parole, police and corrections officers.

Students serve 2,000-plus patients in Dental Hygiene Clinic

Dental hygiene students provided dental care to more than 2,000 patients in the college’s Dental Hygiene Clinic during the 2018-19 academic year. The college’s state-of-the-art Dental Hygiene Clinic is open to the public and provides low-cost services that include cleanings, exams, X-rays and sealants.

To learn more about services offered – and their costs – visit www.pct.edu/dentalclinic or call 570-327-4500 to schedule an appointment.

Graphic design students receive national honors

The American Advertising Federation awarded a National Student Gold Award to Brandon M. Wolff, left, for his “Trailblaze Chocolate Co. Packaging” and a National Student Silver Award to Jared D. Kosko for his “Rue Morgue Brewing Co. Packaging.” In the design industry, the awards are referred to as ADDYs. Both graduated in May.

Incentive program freezes tuition for baccalaureate students

Baccalaureate students who commit to completing their degrees in four years can freeze their tuition rates as part of the Momentum Incentive Program. Students can opt in for a Fall 2020 start. The program is open to first-time, full-time bachelor-degree students who enroll by May 1, 2020.

To keep their incoming-year tuition rate the same for the remaining three years, students must complete at least 30 credits each academic year and maintain a GPA of at least 3.0.

Learn more at www.pct.edu/momentum.

Student completes coveted research assignment

Nichalus S. Kibler was one of 11 students selected for a National Science Foundation research program devoted to high-performance computing. Kibler is pursuing bachelor’s degrees in both game and simulation programming and information assurance and cyber security.

During the 10-week Research Experience for Undergraduates, Kibler worked on projects with experienced research faculty mentors, developing technical and analytical skill in mathematical modeling, algorithmic development, and parallel and distributed programming.
The National Science Foundation reaffirmed its confidence in Penn College’s efforts to combat the manufacturing skills gap by providing a supplemental grant to facilitate study abroad in Germany. The grant will cover the cost of sending 10 Penn College manufacturing students and two faculty members to Germany this summer to receive training at the Eckert International Vocational School and various companies on the cutting edge of computer numerical control and automation technology.

Find complete articles on PCToday
To find more comprehensive versions of the articles in Campus News – and to read other news stories about Penn College – visit PCToday, the college’s news-and-information website, at pctoday.pct.edu

New degrees for Fall 2020
New baccalaureate degrees in automation engineering technology: mechatronics, and automation engineering technology: robotics and automation help to meet the growing demand for advanced skills in automation.

Students seeking the mechatronics degree will learn the mechanical and electrical aspects of automation. Robotics and automation students will understand the complex automated systems used in the manufacturing of products. A Bachelor of Science in health science prepares students to enter the workforce in a variety of allied health and health care settings, including, but not limited to, health care administrator, laboratory scientist, public health, health care education, medical research, medical equipment sales and pharmaceutical sales.

An associate degree in electrical construction emphasizes electrical construction practices, electrical machinery requirements, circuitry, safety and the National Electrical Code. The new major complements the college’s associate degree in electrical technology, which is tailored to the manufacturing and controls side of the field.

“Volvo is king in Portugal,” said Jonathan G. Vasconcelos as he sat in a Volvo EC220 excavator recently loaned to the college by Volvo Construction Equipment and facilitated by Highway Equipment & Supply Co. Vasconcelos’ family hails from the Azores, a nine-island archipelago off the coast of Portugal. Specifically, his father’s side of the family is from Graciosa, and his mother’s side is from Terceira.

“I was baptized there, and we’ve been spending the summers there for the past 23 years (all of his life) in order to see the rest of the family; there’s a large portion of us still remaining there,” the December graduate said.

Vasconcelos was born in Massachusetts, but his first language was Portuguese. He now resides in New Hampshire, where he returned after earning Penn College associate degrees in the operator and technician emphases of heavy construction equipment technology. The New England states offer abundant year-round work operating equipment for landscaping, construction, logging and snow removal – and Vasconcelos has his work cut out for him with numerous job opportunities to choose from.

“I’ve been interested in equipment since I was a little boy and was looking for a school to assist me in getting a jump start on the industry,” he said. “Most schools I found had a decent program, but only gave a certification or a license at the end of the course or had only a mechanic course or an operator training program.

“Penn College came up in my internet results, and I took the drive from Windham, New Hampshire – that borders Massachusetts – to Williamsport. When I toured the school, I applied that day. The program is so much more well-funded and beyond any other school, that I did not hesitate. I am thoroughly excited to get back to work.”

See more “Penn College Family” profiles at family.pct.edu
LACROSSE JOINS NCAA OFFERINGS
by Matt Blymier, assistant director of athletics for compliance and athletics communication

ONE OF THE FASTEST-GROWING SPORTS
in the United States is coming to Penn College.
The college announced in September its plans to
boost its men’s lacrosse club team to an NCAA Division
III sport for Spring 2021.
“We are very excited to elevate our men’s lacrosse
club team to NCAA Division III level,”
Matt Blymier, assistant director of athletics/sports information
said. “This is going to make a
significant impact on our campus and our
department, and it will
create another
great event for our
student-athletes and fans.

The national and
regional popularity of
lacrosse will allow Penn
College to expand its
recruiting footprint. Lacrosse is
the fastest-growing sport in the
country, according to U.S. Lacrosse, boasting a
24% increase in the number of high schools sponsoring
the sport since 2012, while the college ranks have had
approximately 140 new programs begin since 2014. In
Pennsylvania, 205 high schools sponsor lacrosse and are
sanctioned by the PIAA, while neighboring states New
York and Maryland combine for approximately 500 high
schools that sponsor the sport.

“We are excited about the prospect of adding one of
the fastest-growing sports in the U.S., particularly in
the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic, to our intercollegiate
athletics portfolio. For years, the lacrosse community
has told us that we could readily recruit and field
competitive teams,” said Penn College President Davie
Jane Gilmour. “Success in this high-intensity sport not only requires endurance, strength
and vision, but also demands discipline, strategy and teamwork – characteristics
that just so happen to be the hallmarks of a
Penn College student.”

“And it’s fun to watch, too,” she added.

Since 2012, Penn College has offered
men’s lacrosse as a club program, which
generally fields a team of 22 players. The
intercollegiate program will have a roster
size of approximately 35-40 players and
will play its home contests on the newly
constructed UPMC Field.
Penn College will compete as an NCAA
Division III program in the North Eastern Athletic
Conference, which consists of 12 institutions in New
York, Pennsylvania and Washington, D.C. The Wildcats
are already members of the NEAC for 12 of their 15
intercollegiate sports.

CLAESROOM SUCCESS
Penn College set a school record with 60 student-athletes
selected as North Eastern Athletic Conference Scholar-
Athletes. The Wildcats finished fifth among the conference’s
12 full members and topped their previous mark of 58
selections in 2017-18.

To be selected, a student-athlete competing in a conference-
sponsored sport must achieve a combined GPA of 3.4 or
higher for the fall and spring semesters and must have been in
good standing on his or her team.

Penn College Athletics inducted its inaugural class into Chi
Alpha Sigma national college athlete honor society. The
honorees comprised 21 student-athletes, representing 15
teams and a GPA of 3.769.

Penn College is a member of the Alpha Iota Chapter of Chi
Alpha Sigma, which was officially chartered on Jan. 8, 2019,
and joins more than 220 Division I, Division II and Division III
colleges and universities, including three NEAC schools, in
recognizing elite student-athletes who succeed in their sport and
in the classroom.

Student-athletes must be in their junior or senior year with a
minimum cumulative GPA of 3.4 to be eligible.

NEW SOFTBALL COACH
Angela L. Hunley, formerly an assistant for NCAA Division II
Mansfield University, was named head softball coach. As
a player, she was a standout catcher for Bucknell University
before playing professionally in Sweden.

THIRD IN NEAC PRESIDENTS’ CUP
Penn College finished third in the North Eastern Athletic Conference Presidents’ Cup. It was the highest finish for the
Wildcats since joining the conference in 2014.

The NEAC determines its Presidents’ Cup winner by
calculating athletics success, as well as academics,
sportsmanship and community service.

Penn College won the Senior Woman Administrators’ Cup for
community service after raising $4,168, with 2,225 hours
of service and 864 total participants. The Wildcats finished
second in the Athletics Direct Reports’ Cup for sportsmanship.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Penn College reached the North Eastern Athletic Conference
semifinals for the fourth consecutive season after
completing an 8-3 conference record (10-9-1 overall). The Wildcats
beat a program record with seven All-NEAC selections, as
Dominique Brown was named to the first team; Tiffany
Brown, Francesca Timpone and Taylor Gonzalez made the
second team; and Abby Williams, Kaelan Cranon and Sloane
Tressler were named to the third team.

MEN’S SOCCER
Junior midfielder Chris McFarland was named to the
All-NEAC second team.

MEN’S CROSS-COUNTRY
Penn College placed in the top five at three meets and
ended the year with a fifth-place showing at the North Eastern
Athletic Conference championship.

HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES

PENN COLLEGE INDUCTED FOUR NEW MEMBERS
into its Athletics Hall of Fame during Homecoming and Parent
& Family Weekend.
The 2019 inductees are Teresa S. Burrell, Zachary J.
Buterbaugh, Cody B. Buterbaugh and Christopher P. Brennan.

During the spring seasons in 2003-04 and the fall season in
2004, Burrell dominated on the tennis courts for Penn College.
In 2003, Burrell won the Pennsylvania Collegiate Athletic
Association No. 1 women’s singles championship and was
half of the winning doubles entry. In the spring of 2004, she
repeated as the PCAA No. 1 singles champ, and that fall
she captured the title yet again when the college joined the
Commonwealth Campus Athletic Conference.

A center fielder, Zachary Buterbaugh earned three straight
Pennsylvania State University Athletic Conference first-team
honors from 2012-14. He was named to the United States
Collegiate Athletic Association first team in 2014, when he
compiled a .442 batting average and ended the season with a
1.46 earned run average and four saves as a relief pitcher.

A four-year starter beginning in 2011, Cody Buterbaugh,
a second baseman, was named to the PSUAC first team as a
junior. He also won the prestigious conference John S. Egli
Scholar-Athlete Award with a perfect 4.0 GPA. Cody repeated
on the PSUAC first team his senior season and was a USCAA
honorable mention that year.

During the three seasons the Buterbaugh brothers played
together on the diamond, from 2012-14, Penn College baseball
teams went a combined 71-42.

Brennan was a four-year starter for the Wildcats men’s soccer
team from 2010-13 and earned PSUAC first-team honors each
season. In addition, he won the conference Newcomer of the
Year Award in 2010, when he also was a USCAA honorable
mention selection, and he was named the PSUAC Player of
the Year in both 2012 and 2013. In 2012, he was a USCAA
second-team member, and in 2013, scoring 28 goals and
recording 60 points, landed on the PSUAC first team. He was
named the Penn College Male Athlete of the Year in 2013.

During Brennan’s career, Penn College teams went 58-20-
3, winning three PSUAC championships from 2010-12, and
finished among the top four in 2013. In 2010, the men’s soccer
team also earned a top four finish in the USCAA, and in 2011
a top-seven finish.

From left: Zachary J. Buterbaugh, Christopher P. Brennan,
President Davie Jane Gilmour, Cody B. Buterbaugh and
Matt Blymier, assistant director of athletics/sports information
director. This year’s fourth inductee, Teresa S. Burrell, was
absent due to employment in Romania.

From left: Zachary J. Buterbaugh, Christopher P. Brennan,
President Davie Jane Gilmour, Cody B. Buterbaugh and
Matt Blymier, assistant director of athletics/sports information
director. This year’s fourth inductee, Teresa S. Burrell, was
absent due to employment in Romania.
**MAKING A DIFFERENCE**

**WITH EVERY DISH**

2017 culinary arts and systems graduate Rob Wood is executive chef for the restaurant of a literal rock star, but it’s his customers who inspire him.

*by Jennifer A. Cline, writer/magazine editor*

**FARM**

**TO TABLE**

**TO SOUL**

In a small, modern farm-to-table restaurant in central New Jersey, Executive Chef Robert Wood spends a Tuesday morning prepping for the next day’s customers: He mixes the marinade for maple-glazed chicken, browns butter for a savory cod dish, prepares a peach cobbler, and blends, tastes, seasons then continues to blend a yellow split pea soup.

The fine, fresh food on his menu could tempt anyone’s taste buds. But this chef’s relationship with his patrons, his coworkers and his food is unlike the average restaurant chef.

“We’re not just feeding the wants,” he said. “We’re feeding the needs.”

Since October 2018, Wood has been running the kitchen – and the dining room – at JBJ Soul Kitchen, a “community restaurant” in Toms River.

Like most restaurants, patrons are waited on at their table and select what they want from the menu. Unlike most restaurants, the menu includes no prices.

“We feed paying customers and food insecure customers alike,” Wood said. “We don’t ask questions. We don’t check their salary or any of that. They come in. They sit down. We give them an envelope. If they put money in the envelope, it offsets the people who aren’t able to put money in the envelope.”

JBJ Soul Kitchen was founded nine years ago by the Jon Bon Jovi Soul Foundation after the world-famous singer and his wife, Dorothea, visited a restaurant with a similar model. Dorothea was inspired. She envisioned how the JBJ Soul Foundation could build on that model and spearheaded the creation of the Soul Kitchen. The first location opened in Red Bank in 2011.

The Toms River restaurant opened in May 2016 as part of the BEAT Center. BEAT stands for Bringing Everyone All Together. The center provides a location for a food pantry, job training and other community services.

**HAPPY ARE THE HANDS THAT FEED**

Inside the restaurant, Wood, along with a sous chef and a social worker, is one of just three paid staff members.

“We are 90 percent volunteer-run,” the 2017 Pennsylvania College of Technology graduate explained. In fact, 2,000 people volunteer at the two JBJ Soul Kitchen locations. Just like its customers, some are food insecure; others are not. But all share a desire to help the nonprofit restaurant and those who dine there.

Helping others improves a person’s outlook. It provides a sense of hope and empowerment. Helping one another builds relationships and bonds communities. Research studies have long proven those facts. Wood sees the proof in the lives of those who join him as volunteers.

“It’s not just free food,” he said. “They’re helping, becoming part of the community. They’re helping us to stay open, because without them, we couldn’t exist.”

**“It’s not just free food. ... They’re helping, becoming part of the community. They’re helping us to stay open, because without them, we couldn’t exist.”**

**HOPE IS DELICIOUS**

Helping others is making a positive impact not only on those who volunteer at the Soul Kitchen. It puts a smile on Wood’s face, too.

“Food is food, for the most part,” the chef said. “I love cooking and I love all that stuff. But ... it makes a big difference, knowing that this is something that they really want, something that they really need.”

Wood grew up just 20 minutes from Toms River, participated in sports and spent a lot of time on the beach. He didn’t focus much on his grades – until his sophomore year in high school, when he wanted to impress a girl. Before he knew it, he was at the top of his class. But still unsure what he wanted to do, and feeling it was too late to apply for college, he joined the Marines, serving for eight years as an air-ground task force planner.

While stationed in Japan, Wood invited the five to 10 Marines who worked for him to his home for dinner on Wednesdays. He wanted to give them a break from barracks life and their normal eating patterns. He wanted them a break from barracks life and their normal eating patterns. He gave them a break from barracks life and their normal eating patterns.

The instant gratification he felt when seeing whether his guests liked his food

**WHAT DOES ‘FOOD INSECURE’ MEAN?**

According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the defining characteristic of very low food security is that, at times during the year, the food intake of household members is reduced and their normal eating patterns are disrupted because the household lacks money and other resources for food.

*Watch video of Wood’s work at JBJ Soul Kitchen at magazineread.sps.penn.edu.*
sparked an interest in cooking.

After his return to civilian life, Wood pursued an associate degree in culinary arts from Brookdale Community College. He was older than many of his classmates and found himself acting as a mentor and tutor—another role he savored. That sparked an interest in teaching.

When he was told that teaching culinary arts requires a minimum of a bachelor’s degree, that’s where he set his sights. And that led him to Penn College.

“Rob always volunteered when given an opportunity,” Suchwala said. “He was always a help to anyone that asked, is good-natured through and through, and has a great deal of patience. He is a responsible, selfless and driven person with a lot of heart.”

Wood volunteered with Suchwala as the chef-instructor developed “A Taste of Technology: Sweet and Savory Science,” which presents the chemistry of food and its reaction with our taste receptors. Suchwala and the college’s School of Business & Hospitality have twice taken the popular hands-on demonstration to the USA Science and Engineering Festival in Washington, D.C. Wood was part of the first team that made the trip.

When Wood was selected to give the student address at commencement, he saw it as another opportunity to be of service. At the time he found out, he was recovering from the shock of a breakup and, with it, broken dreams.

“The announcement for this honor was a rainbow after quite a rough storm,” he told the audience. “It reminded me that good things are yet to come.”

Wood’s speech encouraged the graduates to fight through the hard times that will come, because they are just as necessary as good times.

“It’s getting knocked down that teaches us how to fight,” he said. “It’s our failures that show us where we need to improve. If you’re struggling through a storm in your life, keep your head up. It’s the only way you’re going to see that rainbow. I know.”

“Anyone who watches his graduation speech can see the man he is and how deeply he cares about others,” said Suchwala, who nominated Wood for the honor. “I play that speech for all my new students.”

After graduation, Wood began work as a cook in nursing homes. He was the food service director at Seacrest Village in Little Egg Harbor when one of his community college instructors called to let him know about an opening at JBJ Soul Kitchen. Wood insisted that he was not looking for a job, but the instructor asked him to consider it.

So Wood visited the Red Bank location, learned about the operation, and said, on the spot, “I’ll take the job.”

Though his ultimate goal is still to become a teacher, he’s relishing the chance to serve others as they fight through their personal storms. Seeing the difference the Soul Kitchen makes helps to fuel him through 60-plus hour workweeks. It nourishes him to tirelessly take on any task when there isn’t a volunteer to do it.

He takes extra care to make sure his menu has dishes that appeal to adults and children, to those with dietary restrictions, and most of all, that it is nutritious.

“These are people who are food insecure, who need the meal,” Wood said. “So you’re looking to make sure it’s healthy, that it’s substantial, farm-to-table type food.”

Wood changes the restaurant’s menu every two weeks to offer variety to its clients, since some eat there every day it is open. Each time, he sends the menu to Dorothea Bengiovi for final OK.

THE MAIN INGREDIENT IS LOVE

Service does not stop with the food. A social worker on staff sits down with dinner to get to know them and connect them with resources. A volunteer Employment Empowerment Team provides help with job skills, from brushing up a resume to more in-depth job coaching.

“It goes a long way when you can actually see the difference you’re making in people’s lives, seeing them change while you change,” Wood said.

He talks about volunteers who began coming to the restaurant in need and now are working, but continue to give their time.

“A big part of what we do here is providing to those that are unable to provide for themselves for some reason or another,” Wood said. “It could be they just lost their job or someone just got sick. We don’t judge on anything like that. Someone could be driving in with a brand new Mercedes, and that might be the last time they have that Mercedes.”

“We don’t know what someone’s story is,” Wood added. “But we’re just advocates for them. We want to provide them what we can. If it’s not the food, it’s the services. It’s getting them in contact with the right people.”

WHERE THERE IS LOVE, THERE IS PLENTY

Since opening, JBJ Soul Kitchen has served more than 100,000 meals at its two restaurants.

Although Wood works long hours, he claims little credit.

“We’re just small people in the whole situation,” Wood said. “The people that really make the difference are those that come in and volunteer. At the end of the day, this is my job, I’m getting paid for this.”

“It goes a long way that people do still care about people. They pay it forward. They help out where they can, when they can. And a lot of times you’ll notice that the ones that have the least are willing to give the most. That drives us. That makes us want to work harder, want to do more, want to provide the best food, the best experience we can.”

Hope certainly is delicious.
CAMPUS LORE HAS IT THAT, while leading a tour through a hallway gantlet of classroom bustle, Veronica M. Muzic heard a student ask his instructor, "Does spelling count?" The then-provost (and former English instructor) broke stride only long enough to peek into the doorway and pronounce, "It most certainly does," before rejoining her group.

That far-from-apocryphal story sums up two of the principles that guided Muzic throughout 40-plus years at Williamsport Area Community College and Pennsylvania College of Technology: an unblinking focus on academics and an unyielding attention to students.

The unified theme resonated during her time at WACC and Penn College and, after her June 18 death, at a communal celebration of a life collaboratively and colorfully lived. She was, in fact, larger than life, confidently holding court (and holding her own) in any environment where honest disagreement was resolved by solicitous discussion.

Muzic's institutional contributions were as ranging as the positions she held—from faculty member to provost—and could fill every page of this magazine.

"Veronica was an essential piece of the fabric of our college," President Davie Jane Gilmour said of her longtime co-worker and mentor, who typically gave credit to others when occasion turned to accolade.

Many of the threads woven through that history long predate today's students, who nonetheless are beneficiaries of challenges Muzic accepted and battles she won. During the transition from Williamsport Technical Institute to WACC, for instance, she inexhaustibly championed the infusion of academics into the college's industrial focus to produce well-rounded citizens as well as employable graduates—a philosophy that ultimately laid the groundwork for Penn College and its addition of bachelor's degrees.

"Some of the faculty in the trades were not especially fond of all this 'academic stuff,' but I was able to make a pact with a couple," she said, after surrendering to sit-down interviews in advance of the college's 2014 centennial. "We would share papers: I would read them as an English person, they would read them as a technical person, and we'd give two grades and then average them out, and that worked nicely."

She helped create developmental studies, offering a lifeline to those in the grips of math or English anxiety, and shepherding the creation of a still-vital Tutoring Center.

Muzic practiced "empowerment" before it was voguish, often on behalf of specialized populations (Vietnam War veterans, displaced workers, adrift divorcees, the HIV community and prison inmates) who, lacking any sort of support system, bonded with classmates.

"I should have paid to teach that class instead of being paid to teach," Muzic said about one such group of nontraditional students. "The quality of the work, the respect for one another, the ease with which they worked together without any self-consciousness, their willingness to take direction and advice as people were responding to their work. Amazing students."

A 1,000-word encapsulation is incomplete by nature, and would be more so without mentioning Muzic's advocacy for women.

The work of Veronica M. Muzic (1936-2019) impacted generations of students—and will influence many more.

by Tom Wilson, writer/editor-PCToday

"VERONICA WAS AN ESSENTIAL PIECE OF THE FABRIC OF OUR COLLEGE."

Muzic's "Master Teacher" portrait is the first in line in a Madigan Library display of all the award's recipients. Muzic was the first to receive the award, and when she retired from full-time service, it was renamed in her honor.

During the college's spring recognition banquet in 1977, Dave Heiney, assistant dean of student and career development, presents Muzic an award for her dedication to the developmental program (today known as the Academic Success Center).

Music looks over the work of students in the Tutoring Center. The photo accompanied a story in the Winter 2001-02 One College Avenue (the predecessor of Penn College Magazine) that was written by Muzic and told the history of academic support services. Music was assigned the lead role in establishing those services at the college in the 1970s.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MUZIC FAMILY

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE MUZIC FAMILY
Her college career is bookended by two programs that have enriched and transformed generations: the Women’s Series and SMART Girls.

One brought a top-notch parade of prominent authors to campus in the 1980s; their work integrated into the instructional curriculum; the other sidestepped stereotypical hurdles to remind young women that they, indeed, can excel in math- and science-related careers.

The Women’s Series blossomed from a peer group of adult female students into an impressive lineup of campus lecturers: Pulitzer Prize winners Alice Walker, author of “The Color Purple,” and playwright Marsha Norman ("night, Mother"); and poets Maya Angelou and Nikki Giovanni. Aided by Student Activities’ JoAnn Fremiotti, who Muzic said was “very good at finding money and grant-writing,” the series was a town-and-gown boon.

The college’s first recipient of the Master Teacher Award was Giovanni. Aided by Student Activities’ JoAnn Fremiotti, who Muzic said was “very good at finding money and grant-writing,” the series was a town-and-gown boon.

For every student whom Muzic impacted – directly or indirectly; then, now or tomorrow – there are dozens of “Veronica stories.” Many were shared during midsummer’s campus remembrance by Marcianne Muzic Laycock, one of her two daughters; niece Lisa Halberstadt, who read an Angelou poem; Gilmour; and former colleague Lynn Hanson, now a professor at Francis Marion University.

As the president noted upon Muzic’s in-name-only retirement in May 2006, “Veronica’s influence is in the air we breathe on this campus; that will never change.”

She would no doubt wince at all of the sentiment and acclaim, believing herself unworthy. The college’s first recipient of the Master Teacher Award that now bears her name, an honor she humbly characterized as “unnecessary and uncomfortable,” Muzic especially squirmed at the mention of legacy.

But it is a legacy, all the same, on campus and in the greater community, where a passionate patron nurtured education, culture and the arts through her service to such organizations as the YWCA of Northcentral Pennsylvania, the Williamsport Symphony Orchestra and the Community Arts Center.

Muzic, who, even after her retirement, proofread every edition of this magazine on its way to the printer, quite possibly would have highlighted for deletion anything that she deemed too laudatory or sentimental. With no apology for turning the light in her direction, she nonetheless gets the last word.

“My memory as faculty will always be my colleagues and my students,” she admitted – but only when pressed. “That’s what I remember best.”

Electron beam welder becomes first

IN JANUARY, Pennsylvania College of Technology became the first educational institution in the United States to house an electron beam welder.

“EB” welding is used in a wide variety of industries, including aerospace, automotive, energy, nuclear and sensor technology. As of 2013, the American Welding Society estimated there were 3,000 electron beam welders in operation throughout the world.

The process can produce very thin welds that can range from one-thousandth of an inch to 2 inches deep. The resulting bead is so thin, explains Michael R. Allen, instructor of welding and co-head of the department, that it requires a magnifying glass to see the detail. The process also provides efficient energy transfer, which results in low heat output and makes it safe to seal sensitive internal electronics packages into devices.

Students are eager for it to become part of their hands-on education.

“The thing that excites me most about Cambridge Vacuum Engineering’s electron beam welder is that it will raise the bar, academically, for Penn College welding students,” said Nathaniel H. Lyon, a senior pursuing a bachelor’s degree in welding and fabrication engineering technology. “To gain a mastery of any process, it’s important to understand how that process works. Well, with EB welding, there are some exciting physics principles involved that I think will push students outside of their critical-thinking ‘comfort zones’ – and that’s where real learning happens.”

The 60kV welder resides in a dedicated lab within the addition to the Lycoming Engines Metal Trades Center, which opened to students in the fall and was dedicated in February. The expansion nearly doubled the center’s instructional space and allowed the college to accept more welding students in Fall 2019, eliminating the popular program’s traditional waiting list. Construction of the 35,000-square-foot facility was funded in part by a $2 million grant from the U.S. Department of Commerce.

The added space is well-equipped with leading technology, thanks to 21 corporations that provided more than $2.5 million in equipment value through entrustments, discounts and donations, plus cash commitments from corporations, alumni and friends.

The new equipment, which includes the electron beam welder, a laser welder, and many other industry-standard technologies, not only expands...
Penn College offers:

Bachelor's degree in welding and fabrication engineering technology
Associate degree in metal fabrication technology
Associate degree in welding technology
Certificate in welding

Penn College has offered learning opportunities for students but also further benefits companies that had already been scrambling to hire the college's real world ready welding graduates.

The electron beam welder was acquired through a partnership with Cambridge Vacuum Engineering, of England. The company attests that Penn College is the first educational institution in the U.S. to acquire one of its EB welders.

"Industry has been calling us and asking us if our students have any training on this type of equipment," Allen said.

"Now we can actually say, ‘Yes.’"

Each year, more than 200 Penn College students will gain hands-on experience with the EB welder.

“I have read job postings that asked for experience in electron beam welding,” the soon-to-graduate Lyon said. “That used to be a little intimidating, but it won’t be for long.”

“Giving them (students) the opportunity to have hands-on exposure to this stuff I think is going to bring them to a whole new level, and it’s going to take us with them,” said Ryan P. Good, assistant professor of welding.

Good, Allen and four other welding faculty members received training on a similar welder in Massachusetts before the college’s equipment was delivered. After a day and a half of instruction, Tony Slater, technical sales manager for Cambridge Vacuum Engineering, gave the group a quiz.

“They scored higher than I’ve seen anyone do before,” Slater said.

Slater was the driving force within Cambridge Vacuum Engineering for the placement of the welder at Penn College.

“After visiting (Penn College), I realized they are forward thinking, and their attitude toward the students would be a perfect match for us,” Slater said.

The expansion of the Penn College welding lab has also brought the addition of a laser welding cell, a dedicated CNC robotic welding lab, an air pressure-controlled specialized welding room, additional capabilities and space for non-destructive testing, rigging and crane operations for work with larger parts, expanded space for pipe welding, and a space for hands-on training in Occupational Safety and Health Administration standards.

HOW ELECTRON BEAM WELDING WORKS:

- Parts are loaded into fixtures that will hold them securely in place throughout the welding process.
- The fixtures are attached to a computer numerical control table that is programmed to precisely move parts into position during the welding process.
- An electron gun generates electrons that move at velocities up to two-thirds the speed of light.
- Electrical fields accelerate the speed of the electrons.
- Magnetic fields focus the high-speed stream of electrons.
- As the electrons impact the materials to be joined, their energy is converted to heat.
- The materials melt and flow together.
- Welding occurs inside a vacuum chamber, which prevents air from diffusing the electrons. The walls of the chamber absorb the X-rays that are a byproduct of the welding process.
The teacher was right. Today, that “kid” is an objects conservator at the Smithsonian Institution’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy Center in Chantilly, Virginia, the annex of the National Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C. Daniel J. Ravizza has combined the technical skills honed at Penn College and within industry with his lifelong love for history to preserve prized artifacts for future generations.

“One day, Ravizza moves Neil Armstrong’s spacesuit. The next, he reshapes a chin strap from the helmet of famed aviator Charles Lindbergh. Later, he devises a hygienic way to open cans of space food, long ago discarded by cosmonauts,” Ravizza said. “We want to preserve the artifact in the condition it was last used effectively, rather than bring it back to how it might have looked when new,” Ravizza said. “The preservation tasks I perform stabilize the object, so it does not get worse.”

Today’s “object” is a turbocharger that supplied extra air to the engine of an experimental German World War II high-altitude fighter. According to Ravizza’s research, only three such aircraft were built. He’s tasked with stemming the magnesium corrosion.

“In the condition it was last used effectively, rather than bring it back to how it might have looked when new,” Ravizza said. “The preservation tasks I perform stabilize the object, so it does not get worse.”

Today’s “object” is a turbocharger that supplied extra air to the engine of an experimental German World War II high-altitude fighter. According to Ravizza’s research, only three such aircraft were built. He’s tasked with stemming the magnesium corrosion.

“Problem-solving is what I enjoy the most,” he said. “Something comes in, and we have to figure it out. It’s like, ‘What the heck is this?’ It’s incredibly fascinating to find out what it is and what its purpose was and deciding how we are going to fix it.”

Growing up in Honesdale, Ravizza loved to fix and build “stuff,” and he collected old locks and keys. It’s safe to assume he was the only kid in his class who amassed handmade European ones from the 16th and 17th centuries, as well as early American locks.

“That was always my kind of thing,” Ravizza said, as if describing a bland baseball card collection.

Three years of high school metal shop convinced him to study machining at a college close to home before enrolling at Penn College, where he earned associate degrees in toolmaking technology and automated manufacturing technology in 2007.

“I liked the instructors, the facilities, access to other programs, a wide spectrum of things,” Ravizza said. “I also liked how you could get an associate degree at Penn College and then go into the bachelor’s program. You could stop halfway if you wanted and return painlessly fit back in.”

That’s what Ravizza did. He worked as a machinist and toolmaker for about four years to “master the trade” before returning to Penn College and obtaining a bachelor’s degree in manufacturing engineering technology in 2014.

He culminated his Penn College days by building a 1,000-pound forging hammer for his senior project. Powered by an air compressor, the machine includes a 350-pound anvil base and 90-pound hammerhead to form and shape metal.

“Dan is certainly one of our most memorable students,” English said. “Every task he did was completed to the best of his ability. The results were usually terrific. Dan was wise beyond his years. He had the ability to look at a situation and assess what needed done and would plan to achieve his goals.”

Ravizza followed that approach when it came to his career. He wished to combine craftsmanship with history, so he obtained a master’s degree in conservation studies from West Dean College of Arts and Conservation in Chichester, England.

“The program is unique. They teach silversmithing. They teach blacksmithing. You actually learn how to make stuff, as well as repairing and conservation,” Ravizza said. “It really helps to fix and conserve something if you understand how it was made. That was the appeal. Plus, with my interest in ...”
Among Ravizza’s tasks: reshaping the chin strap on Charles Lindbergh’s helmet.

Ravizza treats magnesium corrosion on the experimental turbocharger from a Blohm and Voss BV 155, a German high-altitude aircraft designed for World War II. (The war ended before the prototype plane was completed for test flight.)

“Like a Maybach six-cylinder engine from a 1910 German Zeppelin, Ravizza said, “Here, it’s more generalized. We’re responsible for metals, leather, rubber and wood. Just about anything you can imagine.” Like many of his completed projects, the cans of space food aren’t on display, and Ravizza is fine with that. “Many museums have less than 10% of their collection displayed for the public,” he said. ‘A large part of the Smithsonian’s mission is to preserve our history for the future. It’s possible in the future that someone will want to research a given object, or it might be put on display.”

His workplace doesn’t mimic the Penn College labs filled with computer-numerical-control machines and other manufacturing hardware, but Ravizza consistently draws on his history at the school. “I am grateful for the solid practical skills and knowledge I learned there,” he explained. Often, when individuals begin to recover, their mouths begin to hurt. “There is a glaring need for a bridge to connect those with opioid use disorder to easily accessible dental care,” Zimmer explained, citing a study published in the Journal of Behavioral Health Sciences & Research that states dental problems are amid the most frequently reported health problems among active opioid users. Her objective is to educate patients, dentists and the public about the special oral health concerns of people recovering from opioid addiction.

She began with patients. As part of her senior project, she secured an internship with CompleteCare NJ, a network of community health care centers in southern New Jersey (where Zimmer lives). At the college’s May 2019 commencement ceremony, Lisa M. Zimmer celebrates the end of her 12-year journey to a bachelor’s degree in dental hygiene. The journey included overcoming opioid addiction and developing a senior project, now a nonprofit organization, to provide oral health care to those in recovery.

Lisa M. Zimmer knows what it’s like to overcome an addiction to opioids. And the recent Pennsylvania College of Technology graduate wants to provide compassionate care to those who are also recovering.

Zimmer, a registered dental hygienist since 2006, visited with 50 patients who are in a medication-assisted treatment program, educating them about the effects of opioids – including medications used to help in recovery – on their dental health and encouraging them to see a dentist before pain begins.

Opioids can both cause tooth decay and mask the pain associated with it, Zimmer explained. Often, when individuals begin to recover, their mouths begin to hurt.

“‘There is a glaring need for a bridge to connect those with opioid use disorder to easily accessible dental care.’”

Studies show that dental pain can be a cause of relapse. “If you do not have an established dentist, which many recovering addicts do not, you are in a real pickle,” Zimmer said. “If you wake up on a Tuesday morning and have an abscess, you might go to your neighborhood dentist. If a doctor doesn’t know your history and prescribes you a painkiller, that’s very hard to turn down when you’re in real pain.”
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You have people who are looking for jobs again for the first time, people who, everything else is going well, but every time they smile they are reminded that they’re a junkie,” she added. “We have enough shame and embarrassment as it is.”

“Lisa went above and beyond course requirements to fulfill her dream of working with her peers, individuals with opioid use disorder, who truly need educational support on oral health and help to find them a dental home,” said Mary Jo Saxe, associate professor of dental hygiene.

Zimmer approached her patients with compassion, explaining that she, too, has experienced addiction.

Zimmer was first prescribed an opioid painkiller when she was 17 and had her wisdom teeth removed. “I knew right away that I liked it,” she said.

Within a year, she had her tonsils removed and was prescribed the same medication. Opioids make some people feel sick and drowsy. For others, like Zimmer, they cause a different reaction. “It provided me confidence,” she said. “It reduced my social anxiety. It gave me energy and helped me focus.”

It drove her to enter detox and a two-month recovery program. Zimmer has been free from opioid abuse since January 2010. It took nearly 12 years to earn her diploma.

“Up to that point, I received all my pills through doctors,” she said. They prescribed them to her for various ailments and chronic pain. (She has since been diagnosed with lupus.)

Zimmer blames only herself for her addiction. “I was obsessed.”

“An important fact to remember is that the possibility of opioid dependence increases with each additional day of medication, starting with just the third day, and increasing dramatically after the fifth day,” Zimmer wrote in her senior project report. “I was already more than dependent. I was obsessed.”

But she remained functional. Zimmer enrolled in an associate degree dental hygiene program at another college in 2004. During her final year, between the Fall 2005 and Spring 2006 semesters, when she had planned to attend a review session for the board examination, she instead put herself in rehab.

“I did my 28 days and was out just in time for the spring semester to begin,” she said.

But two weeks before her board exams, she relapsed. “Opiates gave me the ability to have energy, stay awake and study for boards,” she said.

She did well, received her registered dental hygienist license and began practicing.

“As I looked at everybody, I felt ‘dope sick’ – a symptom of withdrawal – more and more often. She was suicidal.”

In the midst of her senior project, another hurdle emerged. On March 3, 2019, she had a grand mal seizure. With the help of her husband, Darren, her internship coordinator and ride shares, she continued meeting with CompleteCare NJ clients.

“Her determination to complete this capstone was inspiring,” Saxe said. Recovery for Zimmer has brought with it pain and depression to a position of hope for community that she is using to educate and inspire others. Including her Penn College faculty.

“As a professor, you hope students learn something in your class,” Saxe said. “In this case, I feel I learned more from my student – perseverance, compassion, inclusiveness. Although her life has had obstacles, she didn’t quit, but found new pathways to move forward.”

Zimmer is vice president of the Southern Component of the New Jersey Dental Hygienists’ Association and recently obtained a dental hygiene public health practitioner license, a relatively new credential in Pennsylvania that allows dental hygienists to help underserved populations. And she is a mom.

“An important fact to remember is that the possibility of opioid dependence increases with each additional day of medication. Starting with just the third day, and increasing dramatically after the fifth day,” Zimmer wrote in her senior project report. “I was already more than dependent. I was obsessed.”

But two weeks before her board exams, she relapsed. “Opiates gave me the ability to have energy, stay awake and study for boards,” she said.

Zimmer shares information about the dental care needs of those with opioid use disorder at Project H.O.P.E. in Camden, N.J. The mission of Project H.O.P.E. is to provide health services to homeless persons and others in need.

“If you look at my transcript, you can see times when I didn’t take classes,” she said. “One of the things I like to say is that there are so many times that I stopped, but equally as many times that I started.”

Zimmer knew from the time she enrolled in an associate-degree dental hygiene program that she wanted to earn a bachelor’s degree. It would open doors to becoming an educator, which she had learned she had a knack for. She enrolled in Penn College’s online bachelor’s degree in Fall 2007 while working as a dental hygienist.

As her opioid use continued, her life became unmanageable. In 2009, she was fired.

“It was the best thing that ever happened to me,” she said. She ran out of money. She felt “dope sick.”

It took three years later, a doctor prescribed a daily opioid for jaw pain related to temporomandibular joint dysfunction. A year later, in 2003, the doctor performed extensive surgery, which required a higher initial dose and considerable recovery time.

Recovering from the chemical dependency crisis, Pennsylvania’s College of Technology is offering an online chemical dependency credential to enhance the skills of professionals working in fields such as health care, human services, law enforcement and education, as well as the private sector, where employers are finding an increasing need to identify workers who might be struggling with chemical dependency.

“Every day in Pennsylvania, 13 people die from a drug overdose,” said state Sen. Gene Yaw, who also serves as chairman of the Penn College Board of Directors. “Across the nation, over 100 people are dying every day from a drug overdose. This is clearly the greatest public health crisis we face today. No one law or program will solve the problem; but, like weaving a rope, each strand represents one measure to fight the epidemic. Alone, they might not be fully effective, but together they can strengthen the rope and our collective efforts.

With health care programs being a major part of Penn College’s curriculum, I am happy to see the college use its resources to address this national problem.”

Lisa M. Zimmer is a “daddy’s girl.” “We were like two peas in a pod,” she said.

When her father developed COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), Zimmer spent a lot of time taking care of him.

“A lot of my coursework I was doing in the hospital with him,” she said.

He reviewed anatomy and physiology flash cards with her and let her know how proud he was.

“I was in 2011, just as Zimmer began dating her husband, Darren. They never got to meet. But when she married, she wanted her father to be part of the ceremony. So she made pins for all her guests that showed a photo of her with her father on the front. As her brothers “gave her away,” her guests flipped their pins to show the other side – a photo of Zimmer with her husband.

“As I looked at everybody, I could see my dad in everyone,” she says.

When commencement came, she decided a physical token of her father needed to be with her again.

“My father was all about education,” she said. “He thought it was super important and was so proud of me going to school. So I took him out and put him right there on my gown so he could see me graduate.”

College introduces coursework to mitigate crisis

Responding to the chemical dependency crisis, Pennsylvania’s College of Technology is offering an online chemical dependency credential to enhance the skills of professionals working in fields such as health care, human services, law enforcement and education, as well as the private sector, where employers are finding an increasing need to identify workers who might be struggling with chemical dependency.

“Every day in Pennsylvania, 13 people die from a drug overdose,” said state Sen. Gene Yaw, who also serves as chairman of the Penn College Board of Directors. “Across the nation, over 100 people are dying every day from a drug overdose. This is clearly the greatest public health crisis we face today. No one law or program will solve the problem; but, like weaving a rope, each strand represents one measure to fight the epidemic. Alone, they might not be fully effective, but together they can strengthen the rope and our collective efforts.

With health care programs being a major part of Penn College’s curriculum, I am happy to see the college use its resources to address this national problem.”
UPMC Field

Location: West end of campus

Penn College’s men’s and women’s soccer teams opened their Fall 2019 seasons in an upgraded facility – now dubbed UPMC Field. The center of the improvements is an eye-catching synthetic turf field.

“Everything is flat and level,” says men’s soccer defender Gabriel McKeon. “There is no skipping with the ball, which not only produces better opportunities, but more beautiful soccer.”

About 250 students participate in the college’s growing NCAA Division III athletics program. In addition to intercollegiate athletics, the field is used by intramural sports, club sports and Student Engagement at Penn College.

The new turf will also become the home for the college’s lacrosse team, set to begin playing in NCAA Division III in Spring 2021 (see Page 6).

UPMC Field was outfitted with nearly 1,000 feet of windscreens in 2017 that showcase Penn College’s athletics brand.

The Susquehanna Trailways scoreboard was erected in 2018 and features customizable panels for school names and statistical information, and is topped with a truss featuring the Wildcat logo.

The ball saver system is a 25-foot high netting behind the goals that prevents soccer and lacrosse balls from leaving the playing field.

Three sideline shelters were added in 2018 to provide teams the opportunity to be protected from poor weather conditions during practice and contests.

 Installed in 2018, the Pepsi press box provides a climate-controlled space for members of the media and event staff. The north end of the bleachers will be extended in 2020 with an additional 500 seats.

Construction for the 123-by-85-yard turf field base, drainage and associated improvements on the west end of campus was completed in August of 2019. UPMC continued its strong partnership with Penn College with a commitment that provided the naming of UPMC Field. Until 1981, the Cromar Building, also known as Unit 29, stood at the site.

Three sideline shelters were added in 2018 to provide teams the opportunity to be protected from poor weather conditions during practice and contests.

Constructed of brick, stone and metal, the M&T Bank Gate is at the southwest corner of the complex, which is adjacent to the Penn College Field House.
Roger Paulding, ’67, business manager, retired from Hoffman-LaRoche, where he was a computer programmer. He resides in Manalapan, N.J.

Roxxana L. (Murray) Beaver, ’69, clerk-typist, retired from Lehigh Summit (Ma) School District, where she was a focus facilitator in special education. She resides in Lake Winnebago, Mo.

Jay A. Miller, ’70, building technology, is a construction quality technician, is the president of Jay Miller Contractors Inc. He was named to Remodeling Magazine’s 2013 “Big50” list. He resides in Easton.

Thomas C. Miele, ’70, computer information systems, retired from Penn National Insurance, where he was manager of information security and compliance. He resides in Conway, S.C.

Lawrence J. Carlin, ’73, plumbing and heating, is a senior specialist for Energy Transfer. He services fuel analysts at more than 80 facilities, coast to coast. He resides in Downingtown.

Lisa K. Weiser, ’73, business management, is an operations associate for Generations Asset Management. She resides in Levinson.

Thomas Wolfe, ’73, diesel mechanics, is a supervisor of the Education for the Lancaster County Career and Technology Center. He holds a bachelor’s in a work-study major in a work-study degree in educational leadership. He resides in Elizabethtown.

Susan [Emery] Jones, ’74, dental hygiene, is a dental hygienist for Brookdale Dental Arts. She resides in Easton.

Glenn G. Riddell, ’74, machine tool technology, is a global molding equipment manager for Ccming Inc. He resides in Celina, Texas.

Amy (Hensal) Shaver, ’79, printing technology, is a print production manager at E-Tech Industrial Corp., providing solutions for the special applications of automotive and aerospace customers. She resides in Troy.

Richard R. Eulin, ’80, toolmaking technology, is a toolmaking senior engineer for Northrop Grumman. He resides in Somerset.

Patricia (Martin) Capone, ’80, occupational therapy assistant, retired from Penn State Hershey College, where she is an educational leader. She resides in State College.

Andrew Clouser, ’83, diesel technician, is a technician for Rocker Bus Service. He resides in Millville.

Chad D. Hawsworth, ’91, plumbing and heating ventilation air conditioning technology, is a plumber for Hersent Episcopal, performing plumbing upkeep for Hershey Park, Hershey Park Stadium and Hershey Park Arena. He resides in Cleona.

Stephen A. Steele, ’93, electronics engineering technology, is a BIP optics component manufacturer for Billco Industries, where he is responsible for product design and solutions. He resides in Beaver Falls.

David Klinger, ’94, welding technology, is a test technician for AFC Industries. He resides in Bloomville.

Jodie (Gauman) McVan, ’94, graphic design, is an executive principal for Icogrph. She resides in Yardley.

Michael J. Brown, ’96, manufacturing engineering technology, is a tooling manager for Keystone Friction Hinge. He resides in West Milton.

Matthew D. Horn, ’96, culinary arts technology, is the general manager for Pacific Group Resorts/Powderhorn Mountain Resort. He resides in Grand Junction, Colo.

Ryan A. Schramm, ’96, culinary arts technology, is the general manager for Pacific Group Resorts/Powderhorn Mountain Resort. He resides in Grand Junction, Colo.

Ryan Tator, ’02, computer information systems, is a database developer and technical support, is a self-employed consultant/special subject matter expert on Microsoft systems. He provides systems and technical support to a 911 center in Susquehanna County, where he worked before a move to Texas. He resides in Houston.

James Kurtz, ’03, technology management, is a global technology, retired from Dairy Farmers of America, for which he was a safety and environmental manager. He is assistant district commissioner for Boy Scouts of America in the Seven Bridges District. He resides in Wavertree, Mo.

Chris Randall, ’03, HVAC design technology, is employed by Automated Logic. He resides in North Chesterfield, Va.

Susanna (Thomas) Stoeving, ’03, physician assistant, is a PA for High Plains Community Health Center. She received a doctorate in medical science, graduating summa cum laude from University of Lynchburg. She is a health care advocate at the state and national level. She resides in Wiley, Colo.

Jeremy Estep, ’04, toolmaking technology, is a CNC programmer for E-Tech Industrial Corp. He resides in Granville Summit.

Josh Flototy, ’04, electrical technology, is an occupancy specialist for the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission. He resides in Reading.

Julie (Rutt) Hodgepott, ’04, paramedic technology, is a registered nurse for WellSpan Gettysburg Hospital. She resides in York and Ephrata. She is a paramedic for WellSpan Health in York and Ephrata. She resides in York.

David J. Barr, ’07, aviation technology, is a quality management inspector for Airbus. He resides in Gainesville, Va.

William P. Coughlin III, ’07, paramedic, is a firefighter for the City of New York Fire Department and a paramedic in Outsksh and Putnam counties. He resides in New Windsor, N.Y.

Robert A. Armstrong, ’93, culinary arts technology, is retired and resides in Havertown.

Michael Ciccarelli, ’93, automotive technology, is a BMW technician for Sharpe BMW. He resides in Byton Center, Mich.

Timothy P. Rakozy, ’98, building construction technology, is the president and CEO of T&R Construction, a commercial concrete contractor. He resides in Bloomburg.

Keith L. Jeffcoat, ’01, plastics and polymer engineering technology, is general manager of technical operations for Merz Medical Device Innovation Center. He is a recipient of the Merz CEO Award for Managing Through Challenges. In 2018, he received a Doctor of Engineering in engineering management from George Washington University. He resides in Cape Creek, Ariz.

Kristi (Ritchie) Genova, ’02, culinary arts technology, is co-owner of La Famiglia LLC. She resides in Chester, Va.

Melissa M. Hombosky, ’02, graphic design, owns 3JWetry Design, where she is a graphic designer and print digital media. She resides in Bellefonte.
Natalie (Kraus) Campbell, ’05, office technology: medical transcription, is a medical assistant for Red Rock Job Corps. She resides in Dushore.

Wendy L. (Frew) Nicodemus, ’05, graphic design, is a production trainee and graphic designer for Hawk Mountain Sanctuary. She resides in Ringtown.

Shane Ostrander, ’05, civil engineering technology and surveying technology, is a GIS technician for the Fort Pierce Utility Authority. He resides in Fort Pierce, Fla.

Theodore S. Sayres, ’05, architectural technology, is a senior building information modeling technician for NVR Inc. He resides in Fairfield.

Jared H. Stouffer, ’05, heating, ventilation & air conditioning technology, is a managing member and co-owner of Stouffer Mechanical Contractor. He resides in Chambersburg.

Amy Barraclough, ’06, nursing, is an RN case manager for Aetna. She resides in Mckinley.

Mallory (Shaw) Ditto, ’06, occupational therapy assistant, is a senior value analysis coordinator for Geisinger. She resides in Danville.

Jamie (Kurtz) Ficks, ’06, nursing, is a certified registered nurse practitioner for UMCP Susquehanna Williamsport Regional Medical Center, where she is a hospitalist for internal medicine. She resides in New Columbia.

Eric Kahler, ’06, civil engineering technology, surveying technology, is a construction inspection and quality assurance technician for MCTosh, Kunkel & Associates. He resides in Jersey Shore.

Andrew W. Lackman, ’06, residential construction technology and management, is a chief estimator for Kokolakis Construction. He resides in Clearwater, Fla.

Troy J. Mobley, ’06, office information technology: web development, is a business process consultant for World Financial Group. He resides in萧山 Hills, Md.

Stacy L. (Cook) Reed, ’06, nursing, is a certified registered nurse practitioner in interventional cardiology for UPMC. She holds a Master of Science in nursing from Walden University and resides in Carlisle.

Erik Graham, ’07, computer aided product design, is a contract design engineer for Container Testing Solutions. He resides in Youngsville.

Sabrena OKeefe, ’07, business administration: human resource management, is the director of student involvement for Lynn University. She resides in Pompano Beach, Fla.

Kevin Hickman, ’08, physician assistant, is a neurosurgery PA for Geisinger Medical Center. He resides in Shavertown.

Justin R. Holland, ’08, civil engineering technology, is the Philadelphia District Manager for Rokus Consulting Group, a forensic engineering and construction firm. He resides in Royerford.

Kyril Andrus, ’09, health arts: practical nursing, is a licensed practical nurse for UMPC Pinnacle. She resides in York Springs.

Barton M. Hetrick Jr., ’09, aviation maintenance technology, is a program manager/manufacturing manager for Oertel, where he oversees the production of smart-material devices and high-density power electronics. He resides in Williamsport.

Rose Larsen-Mumbaue, ’09, technology management, is a pricing and reporting analyst for Lycoming Engines and a May 2020 candidate for an Executive Master of Business Administration from University of Notre Dame. She resides in Montoursville.

Marc H. MacCorkle, ’09, construction carpentry, is a prebuilt superintendent for UPS. He resides in Pottstown.

Josh McGroarty, ’09, residential construction technology and management, ’04, building construction technology, is president of MAC Builders & Design Inc. He began the company 22 years ago, while a student in the college’s building construction technology major. He has managed the restoration of the Marie Antoinette Overlook in Bradford County and the state capital plaza waterproofing project. He resides in New Albany.

David Sigel, ’09, business administration: small business management and entrepreneurship, is an aircraft dispatcher for UPS, sending jets worldwide. He resides in Louisville, Ky.


Timothy Weis, ’09, electrical occupations, is an electrical controls specialist for Sharp Packaging Solutions, where he manages a team of 10. He resides in Plymouth Meeting.

2010s

Christopher J. Schaffer, ’10, manufacturing engineering technology, is a wire EDM machinist for JT Tool & Die. He resides in Curwensville.

Sam Shaffer, ’10, architectural technology, is a real estate agent for ReMax Edge. He resides in Hughesville.

Casey E. Wilhelm, ’10, welding and fabrication engineering technology, is a welding engineer for Parsons. He resides in Aiken, S.C.

Joseph Ferraro, ’11, manufacturing engineering technology, is a CNC programmer for Keystone Powdered Metal Co. He resides in Brockley.

Adriana L. Gaita, ’11, health information technology, is a certified medical assistant clinical associate for MedStar Health. She continued her education to receive an associate degree in medical assisting from Central Penn College. She resides in Forest Hill, Md.

Heath Johnson, ’11, aviation maintenance technology, is a senior field service technical representative for Lycoming Engines. He resides in Shamokin Dam.

Noel N. (Hoffman) Lauman, ’11, dental hygiene: health policy and administration, is a registered dental hygienist. She resides in Reading.

Lee D. Michels, ’11, construction management, is a service manager for Perlecrite. He resides in Arlington, Va.

Megan Waldman, ’11, dental hygiene: health policy and administration, is a dental hygienist for Rolling Ridge Dental Care. She resides in Bloomsburg.

Adam Yoder, ’11, building automation technology, is a general manager for R. & J. Ertl. He resides in Williamsport.

Evan Eitz, ’12, residential construction technology and management, is a property adjuster for Erie Insurance. He resides in Jersey Shore.

Michael J. Johnson, ’12, biology: science and sustainability design: building construction technology; is a territory safety lead for Lithko Contracting. He resides in Charlotte, N.C.

Jeremy M. Klingel, ’12, information technology: network specialist, is a member of the cleaning crew for the Scranton/ Wilkes-Barre RailRiders baseball team. He was named March 2017 Employee of the Month for Schiel’s Family Markets. He resides in Forty Fort.
Zachary M. Ferro, ’14, technology management and automotive technology, is the owner/operator of Ferro’s LLC Auto Service and Repair. He resides in Bloomsburg.

Rachel Gardner, ’14, general studies, is a digital media specialist/processing lead for Big Lots. She resides in Williamsport.

Colton J. Sautler, ’14, heavy construction equipment technology: operator emphasis, is an environmental compliance inspector for pipeline construction projects with Tula Inspection Resources. He resides in Coudersport.

Erika L. (Boekly) Trim, ’14, nursing, is a psychiatric RN for Fernbrook Valley Adult & Senior Resources. She resides in Chattanooga, Tenn.

Matthew A. Bamonte, ’15, information technology sciences: gaming and simulation, is a learning experience designer for Amazon Robotics. He is responsible for creating engaging online and classroom learning experiences, job aids and reference guides that enable personnel at Amazon fulfillment centers to work cohesively and safely with robotic technology. He holds a master’s in instructional technology from Bloomsburg University and resides in Manchester, N.H.

Kevin Duncan, ’15, on-site power generation, is a New Jersey state trooper. He resides in Galloway, N.J.

George A. Gadois, ’15, business administration: banking and finance, is a peer lender and investment analyst for Legacy Financial Group. He resides in Rockville, Md.

Brianna R. Helmic, ’15, culinary arts and systems, is a director of dietary and nutrition for the Healthcare Services Group. She resides in Hershey.

Daron Laye, ’15, culinary arts and systems, is executive sous chef for Alta Via. He resides in Pittsburgh.

Austin Leatherman, ’15, heating, ventilation & air conditioning, is an HVAC mechanic for Lycemong Engines. He resides in Williamsport.

Lorenzo Marefka, ’15, business administration: management, is an admissions counselor for Penn College. He resides in Williamsport.


Nicholas Schmitt, ’16, construction equipment technology: operator, is a heavy equipment operator/foreman for Workforce Development at Penn College. She resides in South Williamsport.

Jessica (Wiegand) Laye, ’16, business administration: marketing, is a student support specialist in the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine’s Office of Student Affairs and Diversity Programs. She resides in Pittsburgh.

Cheyenne M. Lutz, ’16, health arts: practical nursing, is an LPN in Gaiserling’s allergy department. She resides in Beach Creek.

LaQuinn N. Thompson, ’16, applied human services, is the community outreach director for St. Matthew Evangelical Lutheran Church in York, where he leads the youth center, after school program and summer camp among other youth programs. He recently founded B.E.A.S.T. Initiative P.U.S.H., an experts’ gaming program for youth and adults. He resides in York and is certified in congregational faith formation.

Faith (Wielch) Worthington, ’15, nursing, is a nurse educator for UPMC Susquehanna, responsible for education related to trauma. She resides in Williamsport.

Nicholas Edison, ’16, heavy construction equipment technology: operator, is a heavy equipment operator/foreman for Workforce Development at Penn College. He resides in Oakton, Va.

Van Dorno, ’16, technology management, is a project engineer for Audley Construction. He resides in Harrisburg.

Samantha (Gistler) Tatham, ’17, physical therapist assistant; ’12, baking and pastry arts, is a physical therapist assistant for UPMC EastCare. She provides therapeutic interventions at an assisted living facility. She resides in Look Haven.

Kacey Watson, ’17, business administration: event and entertainment management, is the director of in-home services for Dedicated Nursing Associates. She resides in Cogan Station.

Austin Wolff, ’17, welding and fabrication engineering technology, is a software engineer for Lincoln Electric. He resides in Altoona.

Lauren E. DeCaprio, ’18, culinary arts: baking and pastry arts, is a culinary arts and systems: baking and pastry arts, for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Amanda N. Scola, ’18, landscape/horticulture technology: plant production emphasis, is a farm apprentice for the on-campus organic farm at Wilson College. She resides in Harrisburg.

John Good IV, ’17, engineering design technology, is a project engineer for Audley Construction. He resides in Williamsport.

Jordan L. Greenland, ’19, polymer/polymer technology, is a research/teaching assistant at Lehigh University, where he is pursuing a doctorate in polymer science. He resides in Aaronsburg.

Lauren Marquet, ’19, peacekeeping studies, is a graduate nurse/RN for UPMC UPMC Health Network. She resides in Williamsport.

Dankyo Sullivan, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Darian Shope, ’19, information technology sciences: information technology: operator emphasis, is an information technology sciences: operator emphasis, for Lycoming Engines. He resides in Rockville, Md.

Jimmie D. Alabama, ’19, culinary arts technology, is a caseworker for Keystone Custom Homes. He resides in Williamsport.

Stephanie (Passanante) Smith, ’19, nursing, is a registered nurse for the Lehigh Valley Health Network. She resides in Harleysville.

Teresa Bertera, ’19, welding and fabrication engineering technology, is a software engineer for Lincoln Electric. He resides in Altoona.

Kyle Williams, ’18, automotive technology, is an estimator for Gilbane Building Co. He resides in Royal Palm, Fla.

James N. Ahern, ’17, information assurance and cyber security, is a senior cybersecurity consultant for the Wisconsin Department of Justice. He resides in Madison, Wis.

Britni Fannell, ’17, manufacturing engineering technology, is a quality engineer for BAE Systems.

Jordyn S. Norris, ’17, engineering design technology, is a project engineer for Audley Construction. She resides in Harrisburg.

Matthew A. Bamonte, ’15, technology management and automotive technology, is the owner/operator of Ferro’s LLC Auto Service and Repair. He resides in Galloway, N.J.

Harley J. Jaskolski, ’15, applied human services, is the associate professor of automotive technology, and husband, Sheldon Kurtz, ’15, nursing, is the coordinator of the new bachelor of science in construction technology and management: building automation technology. They reside in Tyrone.

Lauren Marquet, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Dankyo Sullivan, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Lauren Marquet, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Dankyo Sullivan, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.

Lauren Marquet, ’19, technology management, is a project engineer for Tomlinson’s Bakery. She resides in Williamsport.
THE FUTURE NEEDS YOU
Join alumni, corporate partners, parents and friends by investing in tomorrow.
pct.edu/give • 570-320-8020

ATHLETICS
Morgan B. Heritage, ’21
dental hygiene, softball
New Castle, Delaware
“I could not be more thankful for the contributions donors provide for our academic and athletics success. They directly affect the opportunities we experience day in and day out. From dental hygiene essentials in the clinic to softball equipment and team apparel, I feel fully supported, as do my classmates and teammates!”

GLOBAL EXPERIENCES
Jillian C. Hiestand, ’20
nursing
Marietta
“Without Penn College, I wouldn’t have had the opportunity to travel abroad in Nueva Santa Rosa, Guatemala, and create memories that I will cherish forever. This experience opened my eyes to a deeper passion for nursing.”

SCHOLARSHIPS
Daniela R. Wainewski, ’21
applied management, baking and pastry arts
Williamsport
“The scholarships I receive mean a great deal to me, without them, my education at Penn College wouldn’t be possible. My goal is to continue on to my master’s and return to Penn College to teach. My inspiration comes from those who believe in me enough to help pay for my education. I strive to do my best every day!”

ACADEMICS
Malcolm E. and Mias K. Lamunky, ’21
software development and information technology
Horsham
“The commitment of our alumni donors is evidence that the Penn College experience has a lasting impact on everyone who is a part of it. The strong presence of industry within the classroom gives us insight and excites us about the field we are pursuing.”

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Mrs. Karen S. Young
Mrs. Karen A. Blaschak
Mr. Richard F. Schluter
Mr. Bruce A. Smithgall
Mr. Michael J. Hudock Jr.
Mr. Daniel A. Klingerman

FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Mr. Malak C. Sefie, Chairperson
Mr. John M. Cookie, ’75, Past Chairperson
Mr. Leonard P. Morey, Secretary
Mr. William J. Martin, Treasurer
Ms. A. J. Smith, Assistant Director
Mr. Aubry T. Alexander, ’70
Mr. Ray E. Wheeland
Ms. Ann S. Pepperman

March 17-18 Career Fair
For Penn College students and alumni / www.pct.edu/careerfair
March 17-April 17 Gallery: Victory for a Dime
The fighting comic books of the Second World War
Lecture and reception: March 19 / gallery.pct.edu
March 28 Open House
April 3 Visiting Chef Dinner with Fabrizio Facchini
Benefits student scholarships / www.pct.edu/sojournchef
April 3 Alumni Networking Event
Rusty Rail Brewing Co., Mifflinburg, 6:30 p.m.
April 24 Williamsport Technical Institute Reunion
May 14-21 Gallery: Architecture & Sustainable Design
Student capstone project exhibition / Reception: May 14, 4-6 p.m.
May 15-16 Commencement
June 4-23 Gallery: Textiles in Translation
Presented by Studio Art Quilt Associates of Pennsylvania / Reception: June 6, 2-5 p.m.
June 14-29 Pre-College Programs
Explore “degrees that work” and earn scholarships / www.pct.edu/precollege
June 22 Golf Classic
Supports student scholarships
Aug. 8 Commencement
Aug. 15-16 Welcome Weekend
Alumni, call 1-877-PCT-ALUM to help welcome students to campus!
Aug. 17 Fall classes begin
For information, call 800-367-9222

Pennsylvania College of Technology became an affiliate of Penn State in 1989 after establishing a national reputation for education supporting workforce development. First as a technical institute and later as a community college, today Penn College is a special mission affiliate of Penn State and a national leader in applied technology education. Penn College offers more than 100 bachelor, associate and certificate majors to some 5,000 students in careers ranging from manufacturing, design, transportation and construction to hospitality, health, business and natural resources. Business/industry connections, small classes, industry-standard equipment and faculty with work experience contribute to strong graduate placement rates. The full college experience awaits those desiring on-campus housing. Greek Life, student organizations and NCAA Division III athletics.

An affiliate of The Pennsylvania State University
Penn College operates on a meritocratic basis.

See me for the rest of the work.
The Wildcat Athletics logo, recreated in metal by members of the Penn College American Welding Society student chapter, watches over a plaza between the expanded Lycoming Engines Metal Trades Center and College Avenue Labs (the former HON Co. furniture factory).